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ABSTRACT

Tech110logical Externalities
and a Theory of

Technical Conpatibility Standards

by Sanford V. Berg

The existence of incompatibilities means that components from one
system cannot be used with components from another without (potentially
costly) rodifications. If consumers perceive a high probability of
"premature" obsolescence due to nonavailablity of compatible canponents
in the future, demand will be lower than if all finns adopted identical
compatibility standards. However, agreement can raise sorre firms'
production costs since they are required to use nonpreferred technical
standards. This paper develops a duopoly rodel, wherein each firm
chooses a technical standard and output. Corrpetitive Nash equilibria
tmder sequential and simultaneous decision-making are examined, using
subgame perfect equilibria. These results for rivalry are compared with
t1).e mmopoly, and welfare maximizing outcomes.
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TeChnological Externalities
and a Theory of Teclmical Conpatibility Standards

by Sanford V. Berg

In many markets, physical linkages between products are required

for proper system perfonnance. Incoopatibilities are present when

products from one producer carmot be used with products from another.

Given the growing importance of coopatibility problems in areas like

computers and telecoomunications, it is important that wetmderstand the

factors affecting decision-makers in those markets.

A nunber of economists have tried to shed light on whether firms

are devoting too few or too many resources to developing compatibility

standards. Fran the standpoint of m::m.itoring market performance, it is

important that we identify market structures and behavior which lead to

the efficient creation and adoption of conmon standards. 1 Recent

analyses have expressed concern with possible predatory product changes

(Groover and Willig, 1981 and Adams and Brock, 1982), where dominant

firms (such as IBM or Kodak) set de facto canpatibility standards for an

industry. Researchers have also stressed the role of vertical linkages

in detennining standards that emerge (Bratmstein and White,

forthcoming) .

Theoretical models of canpatibility have drawn from the literature

on ''network externalities" to characterize the situation facing

decision-makers with regards to standards. In one fonnulation, Katz and

Shapiro (forthcoming) view consumers as fonning expectations regarding

1Institutional studies include Henenway's book on Industrywide
Voltmtary Product Standards (1975), which provided a descriptive
overview of the issues. Hunt (1975) and Brock (1975) docurn:mted
additional examples of industry-wide cooperation.
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sales of compatible products, with finns playing an output game. The

externality arises since consumer valuations depend on the expected

network size, where the network is defined in tenns of compatible

products. K-S examine incentives for finns to choose compatibility;

since externalities are involved, private incentives deviate from

socially optimal incentives. The network externalities approach allows

the derivation of equilibrium outcorres and yields some real insights

into firm's decisions regarding compatibility. 2 In particular, K-S

underscore (1) the importance of consumer expectations (and producer

reputations) in these markets; (2) the distinction between unilateral

versus collective actions which contribute to compatibility; (3) the

differential impacts of compatibility-induced changes in variable vs.

fixed costs; and (4) the feasibility and nature of side paymmts as

permitted in copyright and patent laws (per unit charges induce

contractions which facilitate cartel-like outcomes). However, their

particular rodel is built on a conception of constnner preferences that

defines away an important part of the problem.

One of the K-S conclusions illustrates a weakness of the nndel.

They find that it is possible for a ronopoly to benefit from entry (even

by a finn producing an incompatible product), since consumers are aware

that the nnnopolist would have a higher price and lower output than a

Cournot duopolist. When the industry was a IOOnopoly, consumers had a

reduced valuation for the product (due to the smaller neavork caused by

ronopoly pricing). However, in some situations, such an introduction of

;'arrell and Saloner (1984) apply the network nndel to situations
where finns have different gains if they adopt a new technology which is
incompatible with present products. Their analysis of inertia,
information asynmetries, and bandwagon effects yields further insights
into sequential decision-making regarding teclmical standards.
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an incanpatible product could have different effects on constmer

valuations .

Take the following example. There are two finns: consumers expect

eaCh to sell 100 units. The products are compatible, so K-S would place

them in the same network. In their single period nodel, consumers'

valuations depend on the expectation that 200 tmits will be sold, with

high total output serving as a proxy for the future availability of

canplementary canponents or inputs (e.g. videocassettes with a

particular format). Consider another market with two finns, where

consumers expect eaCh to sell 200 units this period. However, these

products are incompatible, so each product canprises its own network.

The nenvork characterization views the two situations as comparable. In

both instances, there is a duopoly which consumers took into account

when calculating the eh'Pected price and sales. At issue is whether

network size is in cons~rs' utility ftmctions, or whether the m:re

existence of an incompatibility might reduce their marginal valuation of

the product. Either way, incompatibilities can result in externalities,

but the distinction needs to be recognized.

For some markets, like telephone access, we may have a network

(consumption) externality. For others, suCh as videocassette recorders

when they were first introduced, a product standard (tec1:mological)

externality may best reflect how consumers evaluate products. Under the

latter conception, incompatibilities matter directly, not through sales

or size of groups. Thus, when finns adhere to canpatibility standards,

market demand this period is .expanded due to a reduction in uncertainty

regarding the availability of related products in later periods.

Furthennore, as a rational consumer, my sense of market size will be far
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less precise than, say, my awareness of technical incompatibilities,

especially during early phases of the product cycle. For K-S, consumers

are not only able to group products by compatibility, but are able to

correctly predict sales.

Both approaches can provide useful perspectives on choices facing

firms and consurers. The next section describes the basis for a

technological (as opposed to network) externality. Subsequent sections

develop a fonnal mdel of compatibility standards and derive outcomes

tmder alternative market structures. The framework allows us to analyze

the consequences of particular configurations of demand and costs. The

analysis improves our understanding of how output and technical

standards are detennined tmder monopoly and rivalry, and the extent to

~vhich performance deviates frotn optimal outcomes.

1. Technological Interdependence

Clearly, consumers benefit if finns adopt technical standards which

allow components to work together and which enable consumers some choice

aIIDng compatible products. Compatibility (and the absence of

tmcertainty about future standards) increases consumer valuations. Thus,

current producers can benefit from compatibility to the extent that

market demand expands, and each producer·· experiences increased demand.

Weighing against the choice of compatibility is that a larger market

increases the probability of subsequent entry by a finn adopting

existing standards. Such a possibility reduces the likelihood that the

initial firms will choose compatibility. However, even if later entry

is not possible, Cournot duopolists can be hurt by compatibility that

makes each firm nnre vulnerable to output changes by the rival.

Furthenrore, IIDvements towards compatibility can involve cost penalties

for each firm.
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Of course, characterizations of the production process and the

demand for products typically abstract from the possibility of

teclmological interrelatedness which is at the heart of the

canpatibility problem. Yet complex. teclmologies ranging from automatic

check reading systems to videocassette player/recorders exhibit

interdependencies that affect both customer valuations and production

costs. In rapidly changing industries like teleconmmications, the

possibility of hardware incanpatibility and/or the lack of data transfer

protocols raises important managerial and public policy issues.

Economists have long recognized how components in a system (or

production sequence) might be costly to m:>dify due to specifications

i1Iposed on the component through linkages with other components.

According to 1mes and Rosenberg (1963), "It is better to have a capital

stock inheritance from the past which is free of interrelatedness ('no

strings attached') than to have an inheritance characterized by

interrelatedness. Interrelatedness constitutes a constraint upon

freedom of choice."

Technical features of complex. systems constrain both suppliers and

buyers, thus affecting production costs, customer valuations, product

cross-elasticities, potential entry, and strategic advantages for

first-IOOvers. On the supply side, deviations from a finn's preferred

technical standard raises its production costs relative to what they

would be if the entire industry used that finn's engineering protocols.

Nevertheless, industry agreement on specific features may save

resources. In their discussion of microprocessor teclmology, Rosenberg

and Steirunueller (1982) conclude, "Standardization and connection

standards may seem purely technical details to the casual observer, but

in fact they reflect the importance of achieving economies of scale" (p.
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183).3 Soma (1976, p. 147) and Wilson (1980, p. 77) also stress how

standardization allows telecOIIIIILtUications firms to achieve economies in

the areas of input/output (camnmication signals), hardware (caIIll)n

camnmication linkages and paths) and software (languages and programs).

Prior to the application of the network externality nndel to the

problem, little attention was giVeIl to the impact of product

incompatibilities on buyers. If several standards exist side by side,

consumers will be uncertain as to future compatibility with other

systems and uncertainty regarding the availability of inputs (e.g., VCR

vs. Beta fonnats for video cassettes). Regardless of network size

issues, the mere existence of nultiple (competing) standards can reduce

mqrket demand for a product which has sorre teclmological linkages to

other goods. The consumer perceives a high probability of "premature"

teclmological obsolescence due to incompatibility problems.

A third factor influencing a finn f s willingness to deviate from an

initial compatibility standard is the extent to which consumer

perceptions regarding substitutability and teclmological leadership are

affected. For example, "being first" (and "not yielding") may give some

market share advantage to an innovator. Schmalensee (1982) has

3The scale economy motivation for standards-setting essentially
involves variety-reduction. This function is one of the four perform=d
by technical standards. The other three are related to infonnation,
quality and compatibility (Link 1983). Variety reduction standards
limit the range of product characteristics to facilitate comparison
shopping and to allow suppliers to achieve scale economies. Information
standards included test and measurement methods for quantifying
attributes of new technologies or products (Tassey, 1982). Quality
standards (such as the UL listings for electric appliances) set levels
of product performance, including safety, reliability, and durability.
nus paper focuses on canpatibility standards which specify properties
necessary for a product to be used with a complementary product or in an
interdependent system.
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characterized the advantages of a pioneering firm where initial buyers

are less willing to invest in detennining perfonnance characteristics of

later entrants. Running counter to this tendency is the fact that a

later entrant, like IBM, has a reputation effect that can boost demand

-- even for a non-pioneering product (IBM PC) that is incompatible with

the pioneer (eg. Apple personal computers). Although sequential entry

raises many interesting issues in a duopoly rrodel, we will not focus on

the strategic aspects of the standards problem here, nor on issues

associated with subsequent entry (See Farrell and Saloner). However,

canpatibility decisions within the context of a duopoly still affect the

perceived substitutability beoveen products. Presunably, finns

recognize that increased cross elasticities will affect equilibrium

profitability.

'lbe remainder of this paper presents a theory of the standards

process that incorporates market demand augmentation and product

substitutability into a Nash-Cournot rrodel of a noncooperative game. It

focuses on the gains and costs of implementing compatibility standards

that deviate from a finn's ideal; economies stenming from

variety-reduction standards are not considered here, but the rrodel does

incorporate output scale economies. Although the conceptual framework

is highly stylized, it allows one to sort out key factors influencing

the selection of technical compatibility standards by duopolists. In a

warld where AT&T and IBM are facing off in several markets, the trodel

has some direct applications for policymakers.

2. A Syrrmetric Duopoly Model

We define a teclmological externality as a situation where " one
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of the arguments of a production function or a utility function falls

under the control of an external economic agent. II (Davis and Hulett,

1977, p. 7) . Let us take a duopoly situation, where the production

function contains a variable input (labor, L) and a standard. For

simplicity, we assume that standards can be arrayed along the vertical

axis (Figure 1). The standard, T, reflects some engineering

(compatibility) protocols which affect production costs, but do not have

an impact on product quality. 4 Tnese technical features may stem from

past decisions, specificity of current capital investments, or

particular engineering strengths. As depicted in the figure, if firm 1

*uses Ll units of labor and the engineering protocols associated with

* *T1 ' it can produce Yl units of output. Deviations from the optimal

combination raise the cost of production for firm 1.

* *Similarly, let firm 2 have an optimal T2 > Tl . For synmetry, let

* *Yl = Y2· So neither finn has a cost advantage. In a later example, we

* *assume constant marginal costs and unchanging Tl and T2 ; such

separability of the cost functions simplifies the analysis. However, we

can incorporate technological convergence (or divergence) as output

expanded, as well as interfirm cost asynmetries. In general, both

variable and fixed costs can be affected by compatibility choices and

output levels.

We follow Brander and Spencer (1983) in their characterization of a

two-step equilibrium for a duopoly. They examine R&D which lowers

4Alternatively, a three..;input model with Q=f (K,L,T,) could be
utilized. Then the "standard" might be associated with a particular
capital-labor ratio. Such a fomulation would not only allow production
canplementaries to be :introduced, but would permit analysis of factor
intensities and employment of inputs in the context of technical
interdependencies.
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Cost Minimizing Standards under Symmetry Assumptions



costs, while we consider the choice of Ti which affects ~. nmwfu<ttt::llimm.

costs and demand. If one duopolist chooses aT. which a.~; <:c,TkrU:fj1'':X!:' -ttroJ
~

T., demand for each finn's output will be greater than ~wiL~." 1ITh.'e~
J --

basic fonnulation can be expanded to include more finns,,. ~@)

conjectural variations, and nonsyrrmetrical cost and demmIrdl :ffuu:imtt:ti0nH3'10

For now, this simplistic formulation still allows us t(I\' ~Emtt£RZi1zre

cooperative and competitive behavior.

Let us adopt the following notation. Each finn c~) 1itt,3-J

teclmical standard, Ti , and output, yi, which affect r.a~ mo·' andl

costs Ci . The profit for firm i becorn=s

i 1 Z i l' Z ii
n (y ,y ;T1 ,TZ)=R (y ,y ;T1 ,TZ)-C (y ;Ti ) (~]

:iLThe two outputs need not involve a homogeneous good; ~;~. .ffUi:n~ yr'-'

and the marginal revenue fall as ~ is increased:

i iR. < 0; R.. < 0 {('J2))
J ~J

Furthernnre, as the standards come closer together, demmrn1J:fffu:tt. tmtdh,

product increases:

aR1/aT1>O T1 < TZ (QiID)

ZaR /aTZ<O T1 < TZ ({]ID))

Nargi.nq.l production costs are positive and may be ris~ cmr-~:;

i i
Ci > 0; Cii ~ 0 (14»)

~t.

for T
1

> T
1

"

*for TZ < TZ

*In addition, deviations from Ti raise costs:

1aC /aT1>0
Zae /aTZ<O

(~)

(GllD»

Finally, C('11 = 0) = 0. Hamilton and Sheshinski (198J~»)~~J, ttllrm!:

this assumption is needed for two stage games to have aa~ttJ~.) 3.ttallillce

equilibriun.
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3.Sequential Decisions Under Rivalry

We will consider a specific sequence of decisions before examining

the Nash equilibrium where finns determine yi and Ti simultaneously and

do not have foreknowledge of the other finn's choice of Ti . In the

sequential m::>del, each firm first chooses Ti , observes the other

technical standard (T.) and then chooses output. All decisions are made
J

independently. In a subgame perfect equilibriun, all expectations are

confirmed. We know that the finn's choice of T. will depend on its
~

output. Under complete symretry, the outputs of the duopolists will be

the sarre. To solve for equilibritml T' s and y' s, we solve for the y1 and

y~ that errerge under rivalry and then determine the optimal T1 and T2

(again chosen independently). Thus, the decision-makers can be viewed as

"seeing-through" the first stage, and making their output decisions.

The system is then solved by working backwards to find the T' s, which

are dependent on demand and cost penalties.

The first order conditions for profit maximization are shown in

(6), given that T1 and TZ are chosen and given the rival's output:

iii i I Z i i
II. == all lay = R. (y ,y ;TI,TZ)-C. (y ;T.)=O (6)
~ ~ ~ ~

In equilibrium, the second order conditions are characterized by

i i J.
II.. = R.. - l,; •• < 0
~~ ~~ ~~

We assune that the own effects of output on marginal profit exceed the

cross effects:

I Z I 2
A == TIll TI22 - TIl2 IT21 >0 (8)

Condition (8) is related to reaction function stability (see Brander and

Spencer (1983) for a discussion of this matter).

Equation (6) shows how the output of finn i depends on the output
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(10)
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chosen by finn j, so it represents the output reaction function. Total

differentiation of (6) yields equation (9):

iii _J
II .. dy + II ..dy- =0
~~ ~J

S· i RiIDce II ..= ..
~J ~J

i -1..j i idy luy-= -R. . /II . .<0
~J ~~

TIlus, the slope of the output reaction function is negative (shown in

Figure 2). We observe equilibrium outputs, yl and y2, as ftmctions ofe e

the chosen standards:

1 1 2 2Ye = q (T1 ,T2); Ye=q (T1 ,T2) (11)

To see how the equilibrium depends on the chosen standards, note that an

* *increase in T1 (T2 > T2>T1>T1) expands the demand for both products,

even though T2 is unchanged. The reaction function for finn 1 shifts
. ?

outward (in Figure 2), but so does the function for yL.:

112y = r (y ;T1,T2) (12a)
221Y = r (y ;T1,T2) (12b)

Furtherrrore, tmder rising production costs and a penalty for deviations

*from T1 , firm 1 bears greater costs when it increases T1: its reaction

function (r1) shifts out by less than r 2 . The equilibrium shifts from A

to B as the increase in T1 increases the marginal revenue for finn 2,

. . f 2 Th .. ff 1 fcausmg an expans~on 0 y. e pos~t~ve output e ect on y 0 an

increase in T1 obtains if the increase in revenue from changing the

standard is greater than the increase in cost and the shift in r 2 is

small. That is, point B in Figure 2 could be to the left of A if the

cost to finn 1 were substantial so r 1 only shifted a little, while the

demand augmentation for the other finn was great--causing r 2 to shift

upwards dramatically. (See the Appendix for the derivation).

In the sequential standards game, each finn observes the T chosen

by the rival, and then independently chooses its output. Once the
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Figure 2

Effect of a Change in T1 Standards on Output
Equilibrium
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equilibrium output is detennined, we can find the TiS that maximize

profits. The resulting profit for rival finn i is a function of its

standard and the output of both firms:

iiI Zg = TI (q (T1 ,T2), q (T1,TZ);Ti )

ii i j . i ig =R (q (T1 ,T2), q (T1 ,T2);T1 ,T2)-C (q (T1,TZ);Ti )

14

When each finn maximizes profit with respect to its standard, given the

standard chosen by the rival, a Nash equilibrium obtains. The first

order condition for profit maximization by i (for adjustments in T.) is
~

shown below:

agi/aT.=R~q~+R~q~+aRi/aT.-(aCi/aqi)(aqi/aT.)-(aCi/aT.)= 0 (15)
~ ~~ J~ ~ ~ ~

i i .
where qi = aq / aTi

i . iii iii
At. the profit maximizing output, TI .=0; Sll1ce q. TI.=q· (R. -aC / aq ) we can

~ ~ ~ ~ ~

reduce (15) to

g~ = R~q~ + aRi/aT.-aCi/aT.=O (16)
~ J1. 1. 1.

The marginal revenue from increasing T1 is equal to the indirect loss in

its revenues due to output expansion by firm 2 plus the direct increase

in revenues due to demand augmentation. Under profit maximization these

are equal to the additional costs borne by finn 1 stemning fran the

change in T1 . Existence and uniqueness of an equilibrium requires

restrictions on the terms in the second order conditions (to obtain an

interior profit maximum). 5

5'!he second order condition is

i _ ij ji iii i
g .. - [R.q .. +q.R.. ] + aR /aT.aq - ae /aT.;oq < 0
~~ J ~~ ~ J~ ~ .L.

'!he own effects of technical standards on marginal profit are assumed to
be greater than the cross effects

i i
Igii I > Igij I

This condition ilnplies stability in the standards game, as (under
perfect syrrm=try) it is equivalent to

1 2 12
gIl g2Z - glZ g2l > 0
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4. Nonsequential Equilibrium, the Monopoly Outcane, and Welfare

If firms simultaneously select T. and yi, instead of engaging in a
~

sequential process as in the previous example, a Nash equilibrium is

again observed. The different information structures available to

decision-makers affect the equilibrium outcomes. Finn i takes ~ and Tj

as given and maximizes profits, so in equilibrium:

iii 12 i ian lay = Ri(y ,y ;T1 ,T2) - Ci(y ;T1) = 0 (17)

ani/aTi = aRi/aTi-aci/aTi=O (18)

Equation (17) states that marginal revenue will equal the marginal cost

of additional output. Although this condition is the sane for

sequential and sinultaneous decision-making, different standards (and

output levels) will cause marginal costs to be different.

Proposition 1: Assuming const~t or l;ising marginal costs, separability
in the cost function, and T, and T2 are unchanged by output level,
silmltaneous selection of standardS and output will
cause the standards to be closer together in equilibrium than in
the sequential choice model.

Comparing equations (16) and (18), we see that the fonner (sequential

forrrulation) contains an additional term, (aR1
/aq2) <aq2/aTl) < 0,

reflecting finn l' s awareness of how its choice of T1 affects the output

of finn 2, which in turn effects R1. Thus, some of the benefit from

increasing T1 is lost under sequential decision-making since the other

firm can take T1 into account When setting q2.

Since the demand augmentation resulting from closer standards is

greater under rivalry with sinultaneous decision-making, output will

also be greater than in the sequential case (assuming well behaved

demand functions and that costs rise with output and with deviations

from the firm's preferred standard). It is interesting to compare these

outcomes with the welfare maximizing situation. Adopting a partial
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equilibrium approach, where z is the numeraire (priced at marginal

cost), we assume constant marginal utility of income, so

1 2 1 1 2 2W(T
1

T
2

) = z + U (q (T
1

,T2), q (T1 ,T2» - C (q ,T1) - C (q ,T2) (19),
iii i i l iaW/aT. = U.q. + D.q. - (aC laq )( aq aT;) - ae laT.

~ ~~ J~ ..L. ~

- ( dcj I aqj ) (aqj I aT.) = 0 (20)
~

Thus, T1 is increased (and TZ decreased) until the marginal benefit

equals the marginal cost of compatibility, where the benefits from

increasing Tl include the increased valuation (D. = pi) of both outputs:
~ --

pi aqilaT
i

+ ~ aqj laT
i

The marginal costs include the additional own costs of production (due

to output changes and increased deviation from the firm's preferred

standard) and the chcmge in the cost of the other product as its output

increases. Thus, unlike either rivalry m::>del, the full cost and benefit

consequences of increased compatibility are taken into account.

Proposition 2: The welfare-maximizing canpatibility standards will, in
general, differ from those obtained under rivalry.

As can be seen in Table 1, the equilibrium condition for welfare

maximization considers marginal benefits associated with both products

instead of marginal revenue for one product (simultaneous mOOl) or

marginal revenues less the cross effects (for detennining T under

sequential rivalry). The welfare maximizing outCOIre also reflects the

increased costs of expanding the second product , assuming that the cost

and demand conditions justify the production of both products.

The nnnopoly first order conditions are also shown in Table 1.

Again, the equilibrium standards may result in nore or less than the

welfare-maximizing compatibility (or only one product), depending on the

cost functions and demand interdependencies. TIle two FOG for each nodel

must both be satisfied in equilibriun. Just as in the optimal



Table I-A

First Order Conditions for Four Models: Stat.ID:~

Model

Lr' Simultaneous Rivalry

Equilibrium Cond[~

=

Sequential Rivalry

ag
i

=
aTI

__01 Welfare Maximization

ael/aT = @y
I

Honopoly

arfi = + rSqi + aRl/aT1

+ aR2/aTI



Table I-B

First Order Conditions for Four Hodels: Output

Model Equilibrium Conditions

Simultaneous Rivalry

1 1- aC lay = 0

Sequential Rivalry

1 1- ae laq = 0

Welfare Maximization

aW
-1 =
aY

Monopoly

+ Z 1 1 1Uz ay lay - aC lay = 0
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(22)

(21)
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durability literature, the impact of market structure depends on whether

or not the cost function is separable in output and T, and on the

inframarginal valuation of canpatibility. The externality adds an

additional wrinkle, since decisions to change T. affect the rival's
~

demand in a positive way. If compatibility increases product

cross-elasticities as well, rivals (who "see through" to the

equilibrium) will tend to remain closer to their T. * than otherwise. In
~

theory, a film could choose T1 < TI *, raising its own costs and

dampening market demand--in order to insulate itself from the rival.

Specific functional fonns can illustrate the conplex relationships

arising from canpatibility externalities.

5. An Example: Quadratic Utility and Cost Functions

To illustrate the outcome under the different decision processes,

let us specify cost functions (21) and a quadratic utility function

(22), from which product demands can be derived:

1 1 *22 2 * 2C = cy +f(T1-T1 ) ,C - cy + f(T2-T2)

1 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 122W=Z+aY +ay -3:a(S(y ) +2yy y +S(y ) )-h(y +y ) (TI -T2)
dW 2 i .
-i=Pi = [a-h(T1-T2) ] - Sy - yyJ; S>O, O<y<S
dy

As the standards come closer together, the price intercept increases,

approaching a; h is the demand penalty parameter for incompatibility.

As S increases, the demand becomes steeper; y is the substitution

parameter--srnall y implies small cross-effects. To isolate the role of

demand argumentation we assume that the cross ·elasticity is unaffected

by compatibility. Note that in this example, both the cost penalty

*parameter, f, and T. are independent of the output level. Marginal
~

costs are constant.
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For the analysis to provide comparisons of situations VJhere both

products are produced in equilibriun, we assune that the costs and

demand paraneters are such that both products are produced irrespective

of market structure. However, the possibility that a rronopolist might

only choose to produce yl, VJhile duopolists produced yl and y2 raises

sorre important issues. Similarly, tmder other cost and demand

conditions, welfare maximization might require that only one product be

produced. Such possibilities are not addressed here, although they

certainly warrant consideration.

Let us consider the case of rivalry tmder sequential decision

making. The first order condition for sequential decision-making sets

marginal revenue equal to marginal cost.

1 1 2 2
TI1= [a-2By -yy -h(T1-T2) ] - c=O

Equation (24) represents the output reaction function for finn 1, given

standards T1 and T2. So we have two equations with two tmknowns , given

the T's. As is derived in the Appendix, the equilibriun yl and y2 are

each ftmctions of T1 and T2 and behavioral and teclmological parameters.

Under synmetry, the equilibrium outputs will be identical, so now we can

set the two equations equal, and solve for the equilibrium T1 and TZ

consistent with profit maximization. Figure 3 depicts reaction

functions conditional on constant yi -- the l.mconditional reaction

functions yield the equilibriun outcorre. Equilibriun in standards space

involves upward sloping reaction ftmctions. All else equal, if finn 1

increases T1 , finn 2 will increase T2 (to avoid some cost penalty but

still retain sorre demand augmentation). The slope and intercepts are

derived in the Appendix.

Clearly, tte rrodel' s paraneters affect the incentives to achieve
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canpatibility. If the cost of deviating from the cost-minimizing

standard is high (large f in this case), the equilibriun approaches

point A. If h=O, bringing the standards together does not augment
oJ..

demand, so there is no reason to deviate from TI "'. Again, the

equilibritml is near A. As h increases, the equilibritml approaches

B,where T1=T2. In the extrenE case where h is very large (and flow),

finns are indifferent to being anywhere on the 45° (dashed) line.

Figure 4 depicts the tIDconditional reaction functions, illustrating

how the s:i.nnlltaneous IlDdel (yielding point C) generates a welfare

improvement over sequential decision-making (point S). Note also that

yi < yi since s:i.nnlltaneous decision-making would ignore cross effects.s c

The results depend on symnetric quadratic cost and demand functions.

AsYrrmetries, such as strong scale economics in yl or y2 would alter the

configuration of welfare contours in Figure 4. A point like G might

correspond to government mandated identical standards, with marginal

cost pricing. Such an outcome is inefficient since the demand gains are

more than outweighed by the additional costs incurred by the finns.

6. Comparing Rivalry and Welfare Maximization

Turning to the welfare maximization problem, the FOC for these cost

and demand functions are:

12*aW/aTI = hey +y ) 2(TI -T2) - 2f(TI -TI ) = 0 (25)

12*aw/aT2 = hey +y ) 2(TI -T2) - 2f(T2 -T2) = 0 (26)

1 1 2 2aw/ay = a - By - yy -h(TI -T2) - c = 0 (27)

221 2aw/ay = a - SY - yy -h(TI -T2) - c = 0 (28)

Equations (25) and (26) state that the marginal benefit (not revenue)

from changes in T. equal the marginal cost. There are diminishing
l

marginal benefits as TI approaches T2 ,but these depend on the total
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output level. Had marginal production costs not been assUIIEd to be

constant, the canparison of rfi!, ~, and t? would have been IIllch rwre
~ ~ ~

complicated. On the cost side, the assumption that deviations fran the

cost minimizing standards imposes a lump sum cost on the finn also

simplifies the story.

Equations (Z7) and (Z8) state that the marginal benefit from output

equals the marginal cost of production. With four equations and four

unknowns, we can solve for T1 and TZ in terms of the parameters. Even

with the quadratic utility function and quadratic cost penalty, the

solution is Iressy:

T
l
w = sf+xf+Zhp-4~~(4~-Sf-yf-2hp)2_16h[hp2_Zahp] (Z9)

8h

* *Where q> =(TZ +Tl )

We can conclude, however, that for the illustrative function, Tl
w, TZ

w

will be closer to point G in Figure 4, than Tic or Tis. In setting Ti ,

welfare maximization takes into account the benefits conferred on buyers

of both products from a rwdification of a single standard.

The welfare implications of the outcomes can be seen lIDre clearly

in Figure 5. TZ-T1 is .sho;,m on the vertical axis, and yi on the

horizontal axis. Under perfect synnetry, we know that yl= yZ in

equilibrium. Welfare depends on output, and the closeness of the

standards. When each finn uses its own cost-minimizing standard, y~

* *obtains. TZ-T1 equals TZ -T1 at A. For the illustrative cost and

demand functions and appropriate values of h and f, y i corresponds to a
c

higher welfare level than YAi, since output is greater (although sorre

standardization costs are incurred). So long as two products are

produced in both situations, the solution to the simultaneous game
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yields a higher welfare level than the sequential game. In the fo~r,

neither finn takes into account the indirect impact of T. on its output
~

through the increased yJ . Finally, welfare is maximized at yi ,w

(T2
w-T1

w), where the demand externalities and cost penalties are taken

into account by setting marginal benefits equal to marginal costs for

both increased output and closer standards.

The comparison of output under rivalry and welfare maximization is

complicated. Since P=MC in the latter, output is greater in the

(30)

welfare maximization case for the functional fonns used here. However,

in general, the optimal output could be less than that obtained under

rivalry if the valuation of the output is greatly enhanced by closer

standards. If those closer standards have a positive effect on marginal

production costs, then recognition of the externality involves pushing

the standards closer together, raising costs and cutting output. As in

the debate on product durability under various market structures,

the possible separability of the cost ftmction becorres a factor in the

analysis (See Schmalensee, 1979). On the demand side, inframarginal

valuations of compatibility enter the picture.

7• Collusion: The Monopoly Solution

The mmopoly solution is derived in the Appendix. Suffice it to

note here,

Proposition 3: A rronopoly has a tendency to produce less output but
it does take into account the demand augmentation stemning from
canpatibility. In general, the T' s can come closer together than

under rivalry or welfare maximization.

The result is clear from Table 1, and is illustrated by the derivations

in the Appendix. The rronopoly standard for finn 1 is

TIm = {2hyl(T1* + T2*) - -fT~}/(4hyl_f)
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which is closer to TI * than that obtained tmder sequential rivalry if

(4h~l_f) > ( 2hyl_f) and the potentially greater output tmder rivalry
m s

still results in similar numerators. Here y~ and y~ are the respective

equilibritml outputs.

The results here resemble those obtained for product quality where

the tmderlying cost and danand conditions detennine which process

(full rivalry or full/partial cooperation) carnes closer to welfare

maximization. Technological externalities (and potential scale

economies) provide a useful conceptual frarrework for explaining

corporate behavior and evaluating industrial perfonnance in the area of

compatibility standards.

8. Partial Cooperation and Handated Standards

Antitrust attitudes towards cooperation are important features of

the policy environment. In general,. cooperation on technical standards

has been viewed as enhancing welfare. In tenns of Figure 5, such

cooperation could be viewed as achieving a point beyond C, closer to WI.

Cooperation occurs through regular meetings of hundreds of

teclmical comnittees that gather for the purpose of developing

standards. A private organization, The American National Standards

Institute (ANSI), oversees the activities of these groups. For example,

the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) has numerous

cannittees, subcamnittees and task forces which seek consensus on issues

affecting telecoommications, nuclear power, medical engineering and

other areas. Similarly, governtIElt agencies like the National Bureau of

Standards and the Federal Coommications Ccmnission facilitate the

development of compatibility standards.·
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In the context of the simple duopoly nndel developed here, such

standards specification efforts could be characterized as rivalry in

output but joint detennination of T. and T.. Such cooperation is
~ J

voluntary, and reflects self interest.

In the sequential nndel, finns independently selected Ti , observed

each other's T., and then independently selected yi. In the subgane
~

perfect equilibrium, we had decision-makers see through the first stage,

make the output decision, and worked backwards to find the T. 's (still
~

chosen independently). We can adopt the sane procedure for

technological leadership, letting firms jointly select T1 and T2 to

rnaximdze profits. The results (presented in Berg, 1984b) suggest that

the equilibrium mayor may not be closer to welfare maximization than

sequential or simultaneous rivalry.

The question is not whether the jointly-detennined T1J and T2
J will

be closer to optimal then Tic or Ti s but whether the resulting

combinations of standards and output represent welfare improvements. The

bargaining process now becomes a factor. Consensus is usually the

decision rule (which is unanimity for a duopoly), so neither side can

*hope to remain at T. , the preferred compatibility standards.
~

Presumably the incentive to cooperate is based on demand augmentation,

although as was noted earlier; the achievement of scale economies for

standardized inputs is another lIDtivation for cooperation. However, not

only is there a cost penalty for deviations from the cost min.imizing

standards, but compatibility may make each firm nnre vulnerable to its

rival's output changes. Recognition of this impact on profitability in

equilibrium establishes incentives for incompatibility when this factor

is present.
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9. Implications for Research

With the evolution of key, high technology industries so dependent

on technical interdependencies, it is important to obtain an improved

understanding of the strengths and limitations of alternative standards

selection processes. The purpose of this paper has been to show that

economic theory can make a contribution to sorting out the roles of

various cost and demand factors. The results have implications for

standards policies affecting defense capabilities, international

competitiveness, domestic canpetition, and technological irmovation.

As happens in any new area of research, this study raises nore

issues than are resolved. But this only suggests that the topic and the

fr~rk represent a fertile area for further development. For

example, Kindleberger (1982) argues that a lack of standardization can

arise when a number of equally-sized finns start together, with none

accepted as the "leader". If standards are a "public good", the

free-rider problem limits their production. Each producer waits for

others to modify the technical features, so incompatibilities continue.

He points out that as dominant finrLS, AT&T and IBM create pressure for

standardization.

Thus, one direction for research is the application of output

leadership trodels, as with the Stackelberg solution. The leader and the

follower may both be better off than at the Cournot-Nash (nonsequential)

equilibrium since the acceptance of leadership in standards may augment

aggregate demand enough to outweigh the loss in market share the

follower must accept. However, if both try to act as leaders, we have

something akin to economic warfare until one succumbs to the leadership

of the other or ,goes bankrupt.- Also, the role of asyrnretries in the
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cost and cost and demand functions warrants greater attention.

Of course, if standards facilitate entry and subsequent erosion of

market shares, dominant finns might discourage compatibility through

other means. As noted earlier, OrOOver and Willig (1980) have rrodeled

changes in product specifications (standards) as potentially predatory

in nature. The complex systems in telecorrmmications may be

particularly susceptible to manipulation by daninant finns. On the

other hand, specialized interface Chips can limit the impact of

technical incompatibilities. Whether flexibility or incompatibility

emerges is probably situation-specific.

'fuming to another theoretical point that emerges fran the m:>del,

note that even with zero fixed costs and appropriate demand functions,

we have what could be labeled a Natural Monopoly. In our illustration,

when y equals a., the products are perfect substitutes (even if they are

incompatible). The Natural Monopoly appellation stems not from

decreasing production costs, but from lower production costs when

*T.=T. . Once aT.;l:T. exists, market demand drops and finns incur
J J ~ J

greater production costs to aChieve some compatibility and expand their

demands. SuCh a result suggests that demand side externalities can

justify entry limitations. If there are no first-mover advantages, the

nnnopoly may not be sustainable, since a rival could enter at comparable

costs (with a different T) -- split a nuch smaller market and remain

viable.

Of course, this conclusion arises from the constant cost assumption

and a simplistic characterization of consumer valuations and firm

interactions. Nevertheless, such possibilities indicate that if the

rival is certain to enter, the "pioneer" of a horrngeneous product has a
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strong incentive to license his standard--sharing a larger market than

would othenvise obtain. Producers of microprocessors so~times prOIlDte

their product in this way, creating de facto industry standards. On the

other hand, the relatively slow expansion of the videocassette market in

the early years show how strategies yielding incompatibility can limit

market growth until exits occur.

Another interesting theoretical issue is how teclmological rivalry

might destabilize a duopoly which colludes on output , but leaves the

standards decision up to the individual finns. Rivals might attempt to

insulate their products from others. Government intervention represents

one way to deal with such developments.

The role of governrrent in the standards process raises many issues.

'!he National Bureau of Standards is the lead agency in this area, but a

number of policy instruments are available to influence the standards

setting process. For example, government procurement is a large segrre.nt

of many high teclmology markets. Several rte"ative outcomes are

possible. If goverrnnent purchases towards new finns, it prOlIDtes entry

which lowers price (by 1~i1C'rtet(si;j c.oM~~+ih~on. '_); at the same tiJre it

may reduce canpatibility (reducing the value of product).

Alternatively, if government prOIJDtes a single standard through

purchases, production costs of suppliers may be raised, as firms are

forced to incur costs which may yield only minimal market expansion

(eg. to point G in Figure 4). 5

5part of the problem in achieving efficiency is that each firm
would choose a standard, T. (tmder different institutional settings)
without necessarily consid~ring the full impact on demands or the
reactions o.f rivals. A goverrment agency in possession of cSUEleN~z
infonnation cou!.d tax deviations from SOlIE announcedTk (or s si· e
deviations from ~l and T?). This policy recognizes the public good
nature of a standard, wh~re lithe optimal standard" involves a given
distance between T

1
and T

Z
.
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The detennination of a "second best" tmiform standard is an

interesting issue in itself. If a single T (T.=T.) is to be mandated,
~ J

then excessive costs will be borne by finns, but this might be

preferable to rivalry in the choice of T.~T.. Of course, when
~ J

organizations cooperate to establish a voluntary standard, the result is

likely to be Ti ~ Tj , where some of the components are compatible and

others are not. Presumably, the areas of "disagreement" involve heavy

cost penalties and minimal demand gains. Furthenrore, asynrnetries and

strategic considerations no doubt affect the standards and protocols

that emerge from a bargaining processes, whether overseen by government

agencies or independent organizations.

A key area of goverrnnen.t involvement is the research and

development effort that can affect the costs of reducing

incompatibilities. In the sirrple quadratic nndel, we could add an

investrrent which could lower f (the cost penalty for deviations from

cost-minimizing standards). In Figure 1, a lower cost penalty would be

reflected in flatter isoquants. Basic research which reduced cost

penalties could reduce efficiency losses stemming from the technological

interdependencies considered here.

10. Conclusions

We have only begtm to explore the important economic issues

surrounding technical standards. SOI.retimes the demand for standards

results in compatibility. Depending on the circumstances, the process

can involve competition, cooperation, or coercion. Competition often

daninates the standards setting process. Rival finns prorrote

incompatible systems: SOIIE winner may ultimately emerge or partial

incompatibility may result. Alternatively, industry associations
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regularly establish technical standards through voltmtary cooperation

and bargaining. Often, finns may have incentives to insulate their

products -- prorroting incompatibility. A third possibility involves the

govemmenttaking the initiative to specify standards.

The issues raised in the context of this simple duopoly rrodel are

not going to be easily resolved. The analytical frarrework is

susceptible to further refinetrent and manipulation so it serves as a

starting point for addressing some important theoretical issues. Given

the implications of standardization for competition and innovation, the

public policy problems associated with technological interdependencies

(and incompatibilities) surely warrant much more attention.
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Mathematical Appendix

Equilibrium Impacts of Changes in T

The impacts on output for finn 1 can be derived by differentiating

the first order condition (6) with respect to yl ,y2, and Tl to obtain a

sinnlltaneous system relating these variables:

1 1 1 2 1 1
ITll dy + IT12dy + (aRl/aTl)dTl=(acl/aTl)dTl

2 1 222
IT2l dy + IT22dy + (aRZ/aT1)dTl = 0

Solving for the change in equilibrium yl with respect to Tl' we obtain

1 1 1 1 2 2 1
ql = aYe/aTl={[(aCl/aTl)-(aRl/aTl)]IT22+(aR2/aTl)ITlZ} (A-I»

A

where A>O, as shown in (8).

Quadratic Utility and Cost Functions

To illustrate the equilibrium outcomes under the four rrodels, we

use the cost function and quadratic utility function introduced in

section 5 (equations 21 and 22). Sequential rivalry is considered

first.

The FOC in output for finn 1 represents the reaction function

relating yl to whatever y2 is observed, given T
l

and T
2

. The change in

equilibrium output (y;=ql) from a change in Tl can be solved as before

(equation AI) :

=

(A-2)

Under the symnetry assumptions

We can solve for changes in q2,

aq2

aT2

2 1aq /aTl = aq /aTl

in response to changes in T1 .and T2

(A-3)
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And again, aqZ/aTZ = aq1/aTZ

In the sequential decision situation, the equilibritml output, as a

function T1 and TZ is

Z Z
yl= 2S[ a - (h(T1-T2) + c)]-y[a-(h(T1-T2) +c)]

e 4sZ_y2 (A-4)

Under the syrrmetry assunptions, we find that Y;=Y~. To find the

. fun· . T f . 1reactlon ctlons ill. or a glven y ,

(A-5)

(A-6)

(A-B)

(A-9)

Using earlier results (equation 14), the profit for each finn

depends on its standard and the output of both finns, given the rival's

standard:

lIZ Z 11 *2g = {a-Sq -yq -h(T1-TZ) }q -cq -f(T1-T1 ) (A-7)

Solving for g}, profit maximization in output requires that marginal

revenues from increasing T1 equals the marginal cost.

lIZ Z 1gl=O= + {a-Sq -yq -h(T1-TZ) }aq faT1
1 Z 1{-saq /aT1-yaq faT1-Zh(T1-TZ)} q

1 1 ,~

-caq faT - Zf(T1-T1 )

Solving for g~ we obtain Foe for finn Z:

Z Z 1 Z Zgz = 0 = + {a - sq - yq - h(T1-TZ) }aq f aTZ
2 1 Z{ -s aq /aT2- yaq f aTZ + Zh(T1-TZ)}q
Z _? *- c aq far- + Zf(TZ -TZ)
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Substituting in the equilibrium outputs, we find that the outputs of the

finns will be equal under the syrrrretry asstmlptions; using aql/dTI ,

Z I Zaq laTI , aq laTZ' aq laTZ' we can express the equilibrium conditions in

TI and TZ; so we have two equations in two unknowns. These two

equations represent the: equilibrium output reaction functions. They can

be solved for T~ and T~ (the standards emerging from the sequential

process) which solely are ftmctions of the Inxiel' s parameters.

With sinultaneous choices, information on current T. the
. J

relationship cannot be utilized.

Thus, sinultaneous non-cooperative decision-making yields a different

equilibrium outcome, reflecting the different reaction functions. In the

context of the quadratic utility function, the FOC are derived fran 'IT
I

. Z
and 'IT , where

1 Z i Z I I *Zn = {[~-h(TI-T2) ] - Sy -yy } y -cy -f(TI-TI ) (A-IO)

I I Z I 2dn lay = ~-h(TI-TZ) Zsy -yy -c = 0 (A-II)

Z Z Z Ian lay = ~-h(TI-TZ) - ZSy -yy -c = 0 (A-IZ)

I I *an laTI = - 2h(TI -TZ)y - Zf(TI-TI ) = 0 (A-13)

Z Z *an laTz = + 2h(TI -TZ)y + Zf(TZ -TZ) = 0 (A-14)

*Here, marginals costs are constant and Ti is independent of output. The

solutions to this set of equations differ from those in the sequential

model, since the cross effects from expanded output by the rival are not

taken into account.

The derivation for roonopoly is as follows

I Z Z I Z In = n + n = {[a-h(TI-TZ) ] - sy - yy }y

Z Z 1 Z 1 *Z+ {[a-h(TI-TZ) ] - sy -yy}y - cy -f(TI-TI )

Z * Z- cy -f(TZ -TZ) (A-I5)
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The FOC are

I 2 2 *an/aTI = Y {a-2h(TI -Tz)-2S-yy }-y 2h(TI -TZ) - Zf(TI-TI ) = 0 (A-16)

Z I I *an/aTz = y {u+2h(TI -Tz)-aS-yy }+y 2h(TI -TZ) + 2f(TZ -TZ) = 0 (A-17)
I . 2 I 2an/ay = {a-Zh(TI-Tz)-Zs-yy }+ y {-S} -yy - c = 0 (A-I8)
Z I 2 Ian/ay = {a-Zh(TI-Tz)-Zs-yy }+ y {-S} -yy - c = 0 (A-19)

Here, the entity takes into account the impact of expanded yl on the

output of yZ


